Create an “Allow” filter for email for the @catapult-connect.com domain in Gmail:

- Click on the gear icon in the top right corner to access settings.
- Select "Filters and Blocked Addresses".
- The following filters are applied to all incoming mail:
  - Matches: subject:GMAILFS
    Do this: Skip Inbox
  - Matches: from:(@catapult-connect.com)
    Do this: Never send it to Spam
- Select: All, None
- Click on "Create a new filter" to create a new filter.
When a message is an exact match for your search criteria:

- Skip the Inbox (Archive it)
- Mark as read
- Star it
- Apply the label: Choose label...
- Forward it to: Choose an address... Add forwarding address
- Delete it
- Never send it to Spam
- Always mark it as important
- Never mark it as important
- Categorize as: Choose category...
- Also apply filter to 1 matching conversation.

Note: filter will not be applied to old conversations in Spam or Trash
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